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Tax Credit for Public Utilities: Comment

by Sanford V. Berg and James Tipton*

In a recent article~ Thompson and Weygandt (4) state that the investment

tax credit (ITC) provides an additional cash flow to the firm involving a

"selective reduction in taxes which should accrue to the ratepayer, not the

public utility." If full-normalization accounting is used for this tax

benefit, the cash-flow represents an interest-free loan to the firm. Thus,

the ITC represents a subsidy to the use of capital, although T"-'& W seem to

view the cash flow as providing higher returns to the owners of capital.

They advocate using flow through accounting, so the ratepayer enjoys the

immediate benefits of the selective tax reduction. However, their analysis

ignores capital substitution effects, and the fact that a stream of invest-

ments, rather than a single capital expenditure,is the correct point for

analysis.

The T ::ihd ~v conclusion is based on the no_tion ". ..that the. public' utility has

at its disposal the regulatory commission to increase its investment if this

is needed, and should not rely on selective reductions in taxes which are

indirectly paid by the rate payers." They state at the beginning of the

article: "Regulated public utili ties • will not necessarily increase

their investment in assests because of an investment tax credit. By law they
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are required to provide assets sufficient to provide service for those

who demand it and this amount is independent of whether or not the utility

can take advantage of the investment tax credit." Conclusions contrary to

theirs are reached once one recognizes that regulated utilities are not

required to have a particular level of assets, but only to provide service

on demand. The presence of substitution possibilities in production means

that the requirement to meet demand can involve expenditures on substitutes

for capital. Electricity is not produced and transmitted with a fixed

proportions production function, so a subsidy on capital expenditures will

affect the input mix.

Furthermore, if there is a switch to flow-through accounting, the

subsidy to capital purchases falls, raising the total cost of production.

At the new equilibrium, price to consumers will be higher than the initial

price (under full normalization). These conclusions are opposite those

reached by T & W,so a- clos-er e«amination of the eXpanded analysis is necessary.

1. Regulation and Input Choice

The T & W formulation asserts that the rate base is unaffected by the

ITC. Yet, as Spann (3) has shown quite elegantly, under rate of return

regulation, the ITC not only reduces the user cost of capital (raising

investment, as capital is substituted for other inputs), but it also de....

creases the firm's tax liability, raising the after-tax rate of return. The

firm must either increase captial and/or decrease price and increase output

tqnot violate the rate of return constraint. Thus, the T & wassumption that

rate base is unaffected by the ITC is incorrect; when it is relaxed, their

conclusions are altered. Furthermore, Spann (3, p.18l) shows that under

rate of return regulation the effective rate of return to the firm may be
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higher under flow-through accounting than under normalization, and that

the long-run price reduction due to the ITC is greater under normalization.

Spann makes some rough estimates of the impact of the ITC on regulated

electric utilities: the decrease in capital use from the elimination of

a 3% ITC wouldb~ at least 4.3% in the long run. The estimate is based on

plausible assumptions about the ratio of the cost of capital to the allowed

rate of return, the elasticity of demand for electricity, and the production

function for electricity. The main point is that the ITC is not neutral

with respect to input choice.

2. Capital Stock Effects vs. Investment Flows

The T & W analysis is based on a single asset, yet the long run adjust

ment to a higher user <rost of capital affects the equilibrium capital stock

of the firm. Figure I shows graphically what is involved. The long run

supply curve (marginal cost curve) withITC normalized is below that obtained

under flow-through. The price is initially Po and consumption is at point A.

Regulators could drive the price down to PI by switching to ·flow-through

accounting. Underrate of return regulation, the actual taxes paid would

determine the revenue requirements of the firm, so price would be lowered,

say to Pl. If capacity cannot be increased in the short run, we would have

exces:s demand of BE. More realistically, demand would be met, but the

incremental costs would be greater than customer valuation of the additional

output.

Now, point Bis clearly not a long run equilibrium. The cash flows

used for asset replacement have been reduced due to flow-through. Point

A involved a response to normalization and a lower user cost of capital.

With a higher user cost, disinvestment occurs, until anew equilibrium is

reached at, say C, with P
2

, the new price, greater than Po. Without the
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interest-free loan to the firm (for its use of the ITC and purchase of

capital) the cost of production rises, and customers ultimately foot the

bill.

3. Conclusions

The issues. raised by tax - timing differences for price patterns and

rates of return under regulation are extremely complex. As Gillmore (2)

notes, " A reconciliation of taxes actually paid, the amount of income

taxes reflected on a utility's books, and the income tax allowance properly

to be included in the utility's cost of service is complicated and burden

some in detail." T &W recognize these complexities in their discussion

of alternative tax options. However, their analysis of the alternative

benefits to ratepayers and stockholders involves assumptions about input

substitution and the investment time horizon which are inappropriate here.

we have pointed out that the ITC is an incentive to substitute capital

for other inputs, and it affects the cost of a stream of investments.

Taken together, t!lE:~se points raise issues about the sectoral 'impact of

federal income tax to achieve macroeconomic goals - given rate of return

regulation. However, they indicate that flowing through the benefits

directly to current consumers will ultimately. raise prices to consumers as

rates of investment are affected. Brigham and Nantell (1) reach similar

conclusions for flow-through vs. Normalization for taxes based on accelerated

depreciation practices. Using a simulation model in the context of growth

(rather than the static demand assumed here), they introduce regulatory

lags, price elasticity, and the differential costs of capital (lower for

normalized firms). Future work should consider the ITC in such a model.

We would add that in a period of inflation, full-normalization provides

better price signals for current customers, while letting future customers

adjust more effectively to a world of increasing energy scarcity.
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Appendix

Let the desired service be from a firm which has to continuously

replace its assets with similar assets as they.become worn from service

usage. For silD;plicity; let the usage life be three years, and the invest-

ment tax credit be for any time period. Assume no growth in demand or

technological change. Therefore, the firm has reached a steady-state from

which we will let three assets be required to provide all the service units

required. Now the investment tax credit has entered the stream of the

firm's cash flows permanently as a result of asset replacement by the full

amount of the credit, C, and not as the per year per asset amount, C/N as

asserted by T & W. This stream will carry a zero cost.

As an illustration:
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The expansion of the present system to meet the public's current demand

at the given price (set by the public utility connnission) has been partially

due to ITC having affected investment decisions in the past. So briefly,

the present service system is on a scale so as to meet quantity demanded

at a price based on subsidized investment (presumably the macroeconomics

gains of increasing employment and reducing idle production capacity offset

the associated tax losses).

The easiest way to see the effects of allowing the investment tax

credit to be flowed through to the public is to show it in the context of

the economic depreciation stream. This is the amount required to be "saved"

each period in order for the reinvestment to bring the same level of

required earnings for the firm in the future, i.e., Dp (1 + k)n =C, (where

DB is depreciation, k is the cost of capital, and C is the cash flow).

Cash flow is then defined to be the sunnnation of the earnings plus the

economic depreciation, i.e. C=E + Dp. (Recall that the investment tax

credit is an amount now included in Up.) For our firm - which is now at a

steady-state and requires no external financing for growth or operations -

the present value of the firms cash flows are equal to the present value of

the dividends stream evaluated by the market. (We assume of course that the

firm reinvests at the stockholder's cost of capital, while implies that(g=bk.)

Therefore, the present.value of the cash flows are:
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Likewise, the present value of the dividends are:
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Now if the investment tax credit from the assets is allowed to flow through

to the rate payer, then more of the earnings stream will be required to

supplement the reduction in the depreciation stream if assets are to be main-

tained. Therefore, the quality of service provided to customers will be
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reduced in the long-run and/or the earnings of the stockholders will be

reduced and the risk probability of debt service will increase.

In the simplified model we indicate the change by Dp, which is the

economic deprec~ation less the amount of the investment tax credit being

flowed through to the customers. Therefore,

El Dp - C
(1

1 )nPV =-- +-- -
c k k k +k

= El
-

+~ ( 1 )n - C
(1

1 )n
k k 1 + k k + k

now C- ( 1 )n _ ~ ( 1 )n « 0
k 1 + k k 1 + k

therefore

E=~ + a negative number
k

E 
= ---L

K

Then since El- «El => PV
k k c

~< PV the market value of the stock will
d'

adjust downward toa new equilibrium level. Thus if the price vector is

lowered today for a given level of service - then for future generations

the price must be substantially increased to provide assets needed to meet

our steady state demand.


